
KYK LEVEL GALLERY
1672 Barrington Street,
Halifax, Nova Scotia

GALLERY HOURS: 3.2 - 5 pra, Tuesday - Saturday

SHOW PROPOSALS: FORMAT:

1„ Open whether or not the artist cones to make a presentation and 
answer questions. It the artist is here, the maximum time for a 
presentation is thirty (30) minutes,.

2. A) Proposal should include a professional resume, to include any
details the artist wishes. The GALE format includes a. personal 
photograph 6" x 3.0", Name, birth, marriage status, organisations, 
Education, awards, Current work first, go backwards, Suggested:
Send original study drawing attached to 10" x 6" photos (fckW) of 
work, Statement of self, A selection of slides (reduce arid 
photograph newspaper reports), Logo/label and excellent printing 
for cover, Revision of resume every two years.

B) If a show is granted, a copy of the resume should be available for 
the gallery files.

3. The proposal should specify A) what works will be in the show,
B) what area of the gallery is preierred and C) an indication 
of possible preferred dates.

h. If any special equipment is necessary for the presentation or the 
show, the artist must provide same.

3* An incomplete proposal will not be considered, but must be resubmitted.

6. Any works to be included in the presentation or show, if one is
granted, must be at the gallery no earlier than three (3) days 
before the required date and must be picked up within three (3) 
days after or the works will be olaced in the hall at the artist's 
OWN risk.

7c If a show .is accepted, a formal exhibition agreement will be
signed and the artist will be mace aware by the gallery of monies 
available for exhibition fees, show expenses and insurance. The 
gallery carries #3000.00 insurance on the whole space; anything 
over that amount must be covered by the artist or come out of 
the show expenses.

8. Also, if the show is accepted, the artist must provide the gallery 
with a listing of works and values ten (10) days in advance of 
the opening date for insurance purposes.


